Intellectual Property
Top five tips for brand protection
By Sarah Simpson

Protecting your brand can be of more value than you may realise. A brand with a strong reputation usually has a loyal
returning client base. Whether you are selling luxury goods, offering online content sharing services or providing services
to businesses or consumers, you want to maintain a strong, trustworthy reputation. Losing sales to infringers and brand
dilution are not the only concerns a business should have when it comes to brand protection, but also protecting
customers from potentially harmful goods and services and possible scam purchases.
Below are our top five tips to protect your brand:

If you have any questions about any of the above, please do not hesitate to contact Sarah Simpson to discuss your brand
protection queries.
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Karen Artz Ash

Intellectual Property Department Partner and Co-Chair
New York
+1.212.940.8554
karen.ash@katten.com

Karen Artz Ash is partner and co-chair of the Intellectual Property group at Katten. She helps
major fashion companies protect their intellectual property by providing comprehensive counsel
to designers and clothing manufacturers, as well as clients in other industries. Specifically,
Karen helps companies select, defend and enforce their intellectual property rights, provides
assistance in corporate structuring issues for entities with intellectual property assets and in rebrandings, negotiates commercial agreements involving intellectual property rights and helps
businesses incorporate intellectual property protections into their operations.
Read Karen Artz Ash’s full biography to learn more.

Sarah Simpson

Intellectual Property Senior Associate
London
+44 (0) 20 7770 5238
sarah.simpson@katten.co.uk

Sarah Simpson is a senior associate in the Intellectual Property group at Katten. She helps both
UK and international clients in matters of intellectual property, general commercial and data
protection law. In particular, Sarah provides brands with creative yet practical solutions to solve
their intellectual property-related legal problems. She also advises them on how to comply with
their data protection legal obligations.
Read Sarah Simpson's full biography to learn more.
Tegan Miller-McCormack, a trainee solicitor in the Mergers & Acquisitions/Private Equity practice, contributed to this advisory.
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